Crimp & Heat Shrink

Stop Wire Corrosion In It's Tracks!
Waterproof and Corrosion Resistant Connection

INSTALLATION:
Insert Stripped Wire into Terminal
Crimp Terminal on Wire
Slowly Apply Heat 275°F (135°C)
Inner Wall Softens & Melts - Outer Wall Shrinks

RING

SPADE

FULLY INSULATED FEMALE

FULLY INSULATED MALE

BULLET CONNECTOR & RECEPTACLE

Solder & Heat Shrink

Make Strong Permanent Repairs!!
Waterproof and Vibration Resistant Connection

INSTALLATION:
Insert Stripped Wire into Terminal
Apply Heat 300°F (149°C) to Solder Sleeve Until it Melts
Heat Insulation Slowly Until It Shrinks Completely
Cool For A Strong Watertight Connection

RING

SPADE

INSULATED FEMALE

INSULATED MALE

All Items with QT, KT, GT or PT Suffix are Clam Shell Program Items.